ANTI-TERRORISM
BOLLARDS

DISSUASORI
DI SOSTA

XPASS B 330/1200
Automatic bollard

DISSUASORI
ALTA SICUREZZA

Automatic, hydraulic, anti-terrorism bollard, crash-tested an external, approved laboratory to meeting the IWA141:2013V/7200[N3C]/80/90 standard, equivalent to PAS68:2010 7500/80/N3 and ASTM2656:2007 M50 (former
K12, SINGLE bollard).
Each bollard has a separate hydraulic unit, incorporated under the flange and easily accessible. If one control unit
fails, the other bollards will continues to function, simplifying maintenance work.
Cap with bright, audible indicator. The bollard can be combined with the specific separate hydraulic control unit
with EFO device for rapid emergency raising. If there is a power cut, the bollard stays up, the entrance remains
closed and it can be lowered manually.
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TECHNICAL DATA

XPASS 330/1200C L
Operator
Voltage
Shaft height
Thickness
Shaft diameter
Raising time

hydraulic bollard
230V
800 mm
10 mm
275 mm
max 6.3 sec

Lowering time

4 sec (adjustable on site)

Raising time with EFO
Shaft treatment
Control unit
Ramming resistant
Anti-terrorism reference standard
Type of limit switch
Manual operation
Environmental conditions
Protection rating

1.5 sec
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100 mm reflective film
PERSEO CBE
2,100,000J
PAS 68:2010 7500/80/N3
REED magnetic sensor
reversible in the event of a power failure
-40°C to +60°C
IP67

if “LI” is in the code, AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel available on request

610

XPASS B
275/800

Scan the QR code
and watch the
crash test video

DISSUASORI
DI SOSTA

XPASS B 275/800
Automatic bollard

DISSUASORI
ALTA SICUREZZA

Automatic, hydraulic, anti-terrorism bollard, double installation crash-tested by external, approved laboratory
meeting the IWA14-1:2013 standard with V/7200 [N2A]/48/90:5.5 rating, equivalent to PAS68:2013 with
V/7500 [N2]/48/90:5.2, ASTM2656:2007 M30 rating.
Side hydraulic unit incorporated into the bollard. If one control unit fails, the other bollards will continues to
function, simplifying maintenance work. Cap with bright LED and audible indicator. Bollard available in EFO
version to be combined with the specific separate hydraulic control unit for rapid emergency raising. SD safety
version available that keeps the bollard raised and the entrance closed in the event of a power cut. The bollard
is lowered manually.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Operator
Voltage
Shaft height
Thickness
Shaft diameter
Raising time
Lowering time
Raising time with EFO
Shaft treatment
Control unit
Ramming resistant
Anti-terrorism reference standard
Type of limit switch
Manual operation
Environmental conditions
Protection rating

XPASS B 275/800 L

XPASS B 275/800 L SD

hydraulic bollard
230V
800 mm
10 mm
275 mm
max 7 sec
4 sec
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100 mm
reflective film
PERSEO CBE
800,000 J

hydraulic bollard
230V
800 mm
10 mm
275 mm
max 7 sec
4 sec
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100 mm
reflective film
PERSEO CBE
800,000 J

PAS 68:2010 7500/50/N2

PAS 68:2010 7500/50/N2

REED magnetic sensor

REED magnetic sensor
reversible with mechanical key in the
reversible in the event of a power failure
event of a power failure
-40°C to +60°C
-40°C to +60°C
IP67
IP67

if “LI” is in the code, AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel available on request

36

DISSUASORI
DI SOSTA

XPASS B 275/800 L SD EFO
Automatic bollard
DISSUASORI
ALTA SICUREZZA

Automatic, hydraulic, anti-terrorism bollard, double installation crash-tested by external, approved laboratory
meeting the IWA14-1:2013 standard with V/7200 [N2A]/48/90:5.5 rating, equivalent to PAS68:2013 with
V/7500 [N2]/48/90:5.2, ASTM2656:2007 M30 rating. EFO version that can be combined with the specific
separate hydraulic control unit for rapid emergency raising.
If one control unit breaks, the other bollards will guarantee it continues to function, simplifying maintenance
work. The bollard is EFO, equipped with SD safety devises that keeps the bollard raised and the entrance closed
in the event of a power cut. The bollard is lowered manually.
Cap with bright LED and audible indicator.
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TECHNICAL DATA

XPASS B 275/800 L SD EFO
Operator
Voltage
Shaft height
Thickness
Shaft diameter
Raising time
Lowering time
Raising time with EFO
Shaft treatment
Control unit
Ramming resistant
Anti-terrorism reference standard
Type of limit switch
Manual operation
Environmental conditions
Protection rating

if “LI” is in the code, AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel available on request

hydraulic bollard
230V
800 mm
10 mm
275 mm
max 4 sec
2 sec
less than 2 sec
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100 mm reflective film
PERSEO CBE
800,000 J
PAS 68:2010 7500/50/N2

REED magnetic sensor
reversible with mechanical key in the event of a power failure
-40°C to +60°C
IP67

DISSUASORI
DI SOSTA

HIGH PROTECTION LEVEL BOLLARDS

RANCH D

Fixed bollard
DISSUASORI
ALTA SICUREZZA

Fixed anti-terrorism bollard providing high level of protection. ASTM2656:2007 M30 – PAS68:2010 7500/50/
N2 reference standard. Ideal for protecting sensitive sites, used for debarring access for an extended period of
time. It can be combined with automatic bollards from the XPASS B 275/800 range. Cap with bright indicator.
Painted steel shaft, optional STAINLESS steel coating. Flange purchased separately.

GESTIONE
PARCHEGGI
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The metal cage in the diagram is not supplied.

TECHNICAL DATA

Operator
Shaft height
Shaft thickness
Shaft diameter
Shaft treatment
Ramming resistant
Anti-terrorism reference standard

RANCH D CN L

RANCH D 275/800 C LI

fixed bollard
800 mm
10 mm
275 mm
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100
mm reflective film
800,000 J
PAS 68:2010 7500/50/N2

fixed bollard
800 mm
275 mm
10 mm

if “LI” is in the code, AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel available on request

AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel
667,000 J

DISSUASORI
HIGH
SECURITY BOLLARDS
DI SOSTA

RANCH E

Fixed bollard
DISSUASORI
ALTA SICUREZZA

Fixed anti-terrorism bollard providing high level protection. Highly resistant structure designed along the lines
of the automatic version, certified by an IWA-14 and PAS68:2010 7500/80/N3C approved laboratory that
includes ASTM2656:2007 M50. Double installation. Cap with bright indicator. Flange purchased separately.
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The metal cage in the diagram is not supplied.

TECHNICAL DATA

RANCH E C L
Operator
Shaft height
Shaft thickness
Shaft diameter
Shaft treatment
Ramming resistant
Anti-terrorism reference standard

fixed bollard
1,200 mm
14 mm
330 mm
RAL 7015 painted steel and H100 mm reflective film
2,100,000 J
PAS68:2010 7500/80/N3C

if “LI” is in the code, AISI 304 or AISI 316 stainless steel available on request

New power
in your hands.

Innovative technology
that gives you more power
An industry first, exclusive from Bft,
offering surprising state-of-the-art
performance: U-Link is a platform
that allows us to create technological
ecosystems offering maximum control.

U-Control: is the new Android
application capable of unfurling the entire
U-SBK potential in the public and trade
sectors in a few easy steps.

B-eba

A direct link to your operators.
B-eba expansion cards connect external devices such as PCs,
smartphones and tablets to a Bft operator and a Clonix receiver or
connect multiple Bft products in a U-Link network. These accessories
integrate with U-Link technology and with Bluetooth, Z-Wave and
TCP/IP, protocols as well as with the RS485 serial interface.A device
that demonstrates exactly what Bft means by interconnectivity.

U-Base 2: makes it easy to control

a system using the U-Link platform,
allowing for the control of automation
parameters.

U-SDK: allows system integrators

to establish communication between
other-brand automation systems with Bft
products on the U-Link platform.

Clonix U-Link

Allows you to connect legacy products
and non-Bft products to U-Link systems.
Non-native U-Link Bft operators or products affiliated to other
brands: can they connect to U-Link? Yes, thanks to the Clonix
receivers. Limitless accessories.

The contents of this catalogue (images, technical descriptions and illustrations) are the sole property of Bft S.p.A. It is forbidden to reproduce them in any form or format.
Copyright 2015. All rights reserved. The data provided in this publication is for guidance purposes only. Bft reserves the right to make any kind of change to such data without providing prior notification
of such changes.

Work as a team with us:

be ahead!

Advanced solutions with unique, exclusive features.
They are also simple, accessible and user-friendly.
State-of-the-art technologies designed to improve
the lives of everyone: installers and users.

This is who we are today: a company focusing on modern day demands, with
a close eye on the future. A professional organisation with a strong human
touch, we work alongside our partners and ensure they proceed at a dynamic
pace, thanks to a full-access specialist approach, that positions them ahead
of the game. A company where technical aspects are supported by passion,
where engineering know-how is complemented by the brilliance of our inventive
creativity. Because we like to listen to you and understand you, meeting your
requirements and providing you with new opportunities; always giving you
our utmost, offering you ever more advanced tools, designed to improve
performance.
A fast, smart technology, always travelling at speed: to keep pace with
innovation and stay one step ahead of the game, together with you.

Bft S.p.A
Via Lago di Vico, 44 - 36015 Schio (VI) - ITALY
T. +39 0445 696511 - F. +39 0445 69 65 22 - info@bft.it

www.bft-automation.com

